In this work dynamic stability loss of closed cylindrical shells is studied. The hybrid type PDEs governing cylindrical shells dynamics and regarding deflection (Airy's) function and stresses are first derived. Then they are reduced to ODEs and algebraic equations (AE) applying the Bubnov-Galerkin high order approximations method. Dynamic stability loss of the cylindrical shells subject to sign-changeable loading using wavelets is investigated. In addition, the convergence of the Bubnov-Galerkin method and results validation are addressed.
Introduction
Closed cylindrical shells are members of various constructions and machines including airplanes, ships, civil engineering constructions, measurement devices, etc. For many years thousands of researchers attacked a key problem regarding safe and durable properties of thin-and thick-walled constructions addressing and formulating the so called stability loss criteria (see [1] - [4] ). Note that even a particular case of this topic, i.e. analysis of free and forced nonlinear vibrations of circled cylindrical shells attracted and still attracts many engineering oriented researchers (see for instance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and the cited references therein).
In this work, among others, we propose a novel stability loss criterion with a help of the wavelet-based analysis.
Problem statement
We study the closed circled cylindrical shell of finite length with constant stiffness and density subject to action of non-uniform sign-changeable load and being embedded in a temperature field (Fig. 1) . The following coordinates are introduced: axis y refers to circled co-ordinate, whereas axis z 
Equations (1) have been transformed to the non-dimensional form using the following relations: 
are widely known nonlinear operators (note that bars over non-dimensional quantities are omitted). Let us focus on investigation of one of the boundary conditions, i.e. hinged shell's support with flexible ribs on the shell's edges:
and with the following initial conditions:
The boundary value problem formulated so far is solved via the Bubnov-Galerkin method with high order approximations. In this work the being sought functions w and F are approximated by analytical expressions having a finite number of parameters arbitrarily taken through the following functions depending on time and spatial co-ordinates: After the Bubnov-Galerkin method application to system (1), a system of ODEs is obtained regarding functions ( ) and ( ) A t B t ij ij , and its matrix form is:
where
Second equation of (5) is solved regarding matrix B using an inversed matrix method on each time step:
Multiplying first equation of (5) by
A R , one achieves the Cauchy's problem for the following first order ODEs:
These transformations are allowed since matrices 1 1 and − − G P exist assuming linear independence of the co-ordinate functions. We add to equations (7) boundary and initial conditions and the yielded Cauchy problem is solved using the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm (computational step is chosen via the Runge principle).
In order to satisfy boundary conditions (2), functions , 
Numerical results
We study our shells' vibrations character using the following fixed parameters: Qualitative analysis is carried out using the well-known characteristics: (0.5; 0; ) w t , wavelets in 2D and 3D, phase portraits, Poincaré maps, FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), Lyapunov exponents and the autocorrelation functions. In particular, we focus on dynamic stability loss estimation of our investigated shell. Further, only the following characteristics will be reported: time histories, phase portraits, frequency power spectra, wavelet-spectra, and shell buckling forms for 
Conclusions
Owing to our computational technique used to study non-linear vibrations of 8 closed circled cylindrical shells subject to action of transversal signchangeable load the following conclusions are carried out: (i) our investigated shell exhibits dynamics stability loss during a transition from regular to chaotic vibrations; (ii) we have detected the second type shell buckling associated with chaotic intermittency behavior.
